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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like safe cocaine!

By John Pastore ~ Daily Bull

AND LO, THE BOARD OF CONTROL
has into code passed, that
the Fee Assessment a student may charge to their
Tuition at the bookstore was
raised to one kilobuck, but
woe bestrides those who
would leave a balance there
for more than a month, for
lo, the fees are a killer. And
it was also spaken, that the
new lord and master of the
Student Groups is now the
Student Activities Office,
and this humble prophet,
for one, welcomes our new
Student Activities Overlords.
Mayest many a student go
buggeth them in their MUBly
offices.
And lo, it was reminded that
there are liable to be transitions of government come
the fall, so you ought really
to watch whateverest your
student groups are doing,
so graduation does not
brain your group like an axe.
...see Ye Olde USGe on back

By Stephen Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

WELL THE FIRST WEEK OF THE SEMESTER IS ALMOST
done, and the weekend is here. What
better to do then sit down, grab a soda,
maybe some popcorn, and watch some
of these terrible flicks?
Over break I had a chance to watch a
whole lot of terrible movies; I bought a
twelve pack of movies from Wal-Mart for
five dollars. Now if you do the math that’s
well under a dollar a movie, heck it’s less
then a half dollar, so you know they have
to be good.

they start making out, Stephen begins
ripping her cloths off in a frantic fashion
like a crazed ape. She begins shouting
and flailing around as her boobs flip out
of her bra. While screaming “You Animal!”
She manages to get away from him. He
doesn’t chase after her and proclaims,
“Get out of here!” She grabs her tattered
clothes and begins to make her way out.
Just as she is walking out the front door
Stephen slams her head in the front doorway, killing her.

The scene then cuts to a young British
Rather than bore you any longer, on with couple getting out of bed. First thing you
the first installment! Satan’s Slave!
see is woman getting up with her breast
fully exposed to the audience.
With a name like Satan’s Slave, I knew it
had to be a good movie. Right… It was On a side note, I would like to point out
set in Britain and opens to a scene with a that I got this movie from Wal-Mart and
girl tied to a pedestal. She struggles hard already there has been multiple boob
with her boobs fully hanging out, only to exposures and rape.
be stabbed in the chest by a man wearing
a goat head mask.
The woman’s name is Catharine and she
leaves London with her Mother and FaIt then cuts to one of the main characters ther to visit their relatives who live in the
named Stephen who is busily seducing countryside. When traveling down the
a young lady over dinner in his father’s driveway to the house, the car somehow
mansion. After filling their bellies, the veers off the road into a tree. And let me
two adjourn to the bedroom where tell you, its extremely random, because
things start to get hot and heavy. After the car is literally going ten miles per hour
...see OH TEH HORRORZ on back

THE END IS NEAR!
SUMMER IS RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER!
PSYCH!!!!!

Nathan Wonders: The Perfect Plan
Brought to you by Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Daily Bull

I WAS WALKING HOME LAST WEEK AND SPIED AN EMPTY PACK OF MARLBORO SMOKES. WHITE
is a clean color right? Cigarettes aren’t clean! Why are cigarette cartons allowed to lead us to believe that they’re good for us? Recently,
Congress mandated them to have more warnings and fewer misleading
phrases, a step in the right direction.
However, kids and other gullible people will still think that cigarettes are
fine based simply on their stunning packaging. The FDA should do something about that. Maybe black with lightning bolts and evil looking skulls
everywhere. Course, this might actually increase the amount of people
smoking, because it’d make you look more
like a badass.

Every time you smoke a Nazi
cigarette, a Peep commits suicide. In a microwave! POW.

Oh man! I figured it out! The FDA should
require packs of cigarettes to have swastikas all over them! Nazis! Nobody wants to
be a Nazi, right? Or if you do, then who’d
want to be your friend? Slapping a swastika on anything automatically brands the
user as a total prick who needs to die in a
horrible fire. It’s the perfect plan.

Sure, neo-Nazis would be ecstatic, but they’re not anyone’s friend as
it is. Maybe Congress should force neo-Nazis to wear pink sunglasses
while they’re at it… Now that’s legislation I think we can all agree on.
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A Reading from
USG 1.13

Terrible Movie Madness!
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It isn’t necessary to have relatives
in Kansas City in order to be
unhappy.
~ Groucho Marx
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... OH TEH HORRORZ from front

and the driver just takes his hands off
the wheel and starts screaming.
After the initial shock of hitting the tree,
we notice that both Catherine and her
father are fine, but her mother somehow suffers a mortal wound from a ten
mile per hour crash. Catherine gets out
of the car to go get help when she’s not
but maybe forty yards from the crash
site and the car up and explodes.
This set the stage for the rest of the
movie where she ends up staying at her
Uncle’s and falls for her cousin Stephen.
It’s Britain, apparently that’s ok at this
time. After a few days she finds out it
was all a plot to use her as the resurrection vessel for some ancient witch
who had special powers or something
like that.
The movie isn’t that bad if you like
boobs, rape, sacrifices, and an occasional nail file through the eye. That being said, Satan’s Slave will get 3 ripped
of shirts out of 5. Till next Friday, have a
great weekend.
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Physical Loopholes
By Lauren Allen ~ Daily Bull

We’ve all seen it: the main doors of Rekhi are locked while the parking lot doors are open. Everyone is required to swipe into a building but most people just let anyone in. There’s a guest list at the
White House but people just walk in. Security cameras defeated by
a baseball caps. A friend calls it security theater. I call it a physical
loophole.
If they really didn’t want you to do it, they’d have made it harder to
do. It is usually an attempt to make people feel safer when actually making them safer would be impossible or actually cost money.
Airports fall into the impossible category. They could do a full cavity
search on every passenger, but then you cross the line between
making people safe and molesting them.
It’s all well and good to run people through a metal detector, but
what about non-metal weapons? Ceramic knifes, broken glass,
pens. Heck, they let me on a plane with pencil sharpeners. They do
have body scanners, but they don’t show anything inside you, and
we all know suicide bombers balk at putting things in body cavities.
Besides, they’re debating if the pictures the machines take count as
child pornography or not.
Given these drawbacks, airports are doing the best they can as far
as policy goes. However, my favorite sticker says “Social Engineering: because there is no patch for human stupidity.” The Newark
incident demonstrates this
beautifully. A highly visible
man was warned once by a
security guard. Rather then
waiting for another guard to
come relieve him, though,
the guard left his post unattended for 2 minutes shortly
after warning the man away.
THIS CAUSED MY SECURITY
SEARCH TO BE MORE ANNOYING!!! So please, next
time you see a security
guard doing his job, thank
them. Maybe they’ll continue doing their job and my
flights will be more enjoyable. (Although this is the
first time there were no delays. =^_^=)

...Ye Olde USGe from front

The values storedth by the treasurers has not been plundered over xmas break,
but lo, hath gained small quantities of interest, which is being observed lest it
prove fleeting like a starry night. There have been a two kilobuck allocation to
Womens Lacross from the Educational Opportunities fund, so ast to starteth
upeth this thing. Engineers Without Borders had last Thanksgiving break traveled to Guatemala, which was refunded to roughly three kilobucks. And the
Student Organization Server seems to not be charged for from IT, implying low
bandwidth and nonflamability of the SOS, so thine eight kilobuck funds will be
line-item-renamed to going to Collegiate Links.
Collegiate Links IT necromancers are in communication with our IT necromancers
to providest a replacement Student Voice System, to get away from shenanigans
that may have occurred in elections of yore. Representatives can be nominated
to the USG cometh Februrary the 24, so be surest to annoyeth thine friends.
Elections themselves occurreth in April, hopefully with the neweth system.
A rally beeth beingeth planned sometime in the near future; busing of students
to the state capital to build awareness in the politicians there that constituents
use and desire higher education. More details later, but it appears to be scheduled for some Wednesday after class to some Friday morning right before class.
Exact date is missing, mayhaps to prevent rioting. [I’m interested...]
The next USG constitution review/revision session will occureth after winter carnival; the most recent revisions have been to clean the formatting. The website
is still mostly down; obviously satanic influences are atdth play.
January 21 will see Dr. Melton holding a panel on Student Health Insurance; thine
with policies with the school for preservation of thine health are in thine best
interest to attend.
MUB board would like the student offices to be a bit better cleaned, lest the
plauge be attracted. Also, would ODK [who? damndest these human ears]
and IVCF please pickest up thine stuff thine left? Please talk to Rachel Wussow.
It seems the USG [through the student org accounts] will be handling the fees
that student groups will be charged to reserveth rooms that they laterest do
not actually use, which mostly seems to be a revenge fee from my perspective.
I would proffer the MUB implements this fee to vengeance upon those who
would havest them set upeth and then taketh down a room, but as the Student
Org Accounts are already implemented by the USG they are to be ran by the
USG.
The Grad student gov’t is looking into making optional the charge of the Experience Tech Fee for grad students, as they are poor and afflicted with minimum
GPA’s. Shame they cannoth enjoy it so much, being locked away in labs, suffering the tortures of grading poorly written papers. Much liketh this one.
Ah well; till the next meeting when things , sucketh mine niter encrusted orbs.

